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Benefits of Sundance/Newbridge Informational Text Sets
• Offer a range of high-quality, attractive books of appropriate text complexity

• Incorporate books at different reading levels for successful reading

• Supply comprehensive lesson plans for text-specific instruction of the CCSS

• Include a variety of texts surrounding a grade-appropriate topic to help students  
build content-specific knowledge 

• Provide flexibility for whole class, small group, partner, and independent reading 

• Allow for differentiated instruction to meet the needs of all students 

• Foster the range of skills necessary for college and career readiness through  
comprehension questions, discussions, and writing and research prompts

• Provide correlations at point of use for ease of identifying students’ strengths  
and weaknesses

• Promote effective assessment readiness for the CCSS with Reproducible Masters  
for teachers and students:

 Selected and Constructed Response Assessments
 Performance Task
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Introduction
The Sundance/Newbridge Informational Text Sets are designed to provide teachers and 
students with a wide range of texts related to a central topic. Each set allows students to dig 
deeper into the subject, while advancing their nonfiction reading skills. In doing so, they 
build their content-area knowledge relevant to their grade level. This follows the suggestions 
described in the “Revised Publishers’ Criteria for the Common Core State Standards in English 
Language Arts and Literacy, Grades 3–12” that indicate “the selected informational texts should 
build a coherent body of knowledge” (5). Through reading, writing, and group discussion, 
students have multiple opportunities to engage with the books, ask questions, and investigate 
the topic further.

The Assessment that is included in this Teacher Guide provides practice for what students will 
encounter on the standardized tests. These assessments are “rigorous text-dependent questions 
that require students to demonstrate that they not only can follow the details of what is 
explicitly stated but also are able to make valid claims that square with all the evidence in the 
text,” as recommended in the Revised Publishers’ Criteria (6).

With these text sets, students develop the comprehension, critical thinking, writing, and 
speaking and listening skills they need to prepare them for college and careers. 

Program Overview
Each Sundance/Newbridge Informational Text Set includes 6 to 22 titles of varying reading 
levels. The Guided Reading Level and Lexile® levels appear on the back cover label of most 
titles, making it simple to assign books of the appropriate complexity to students. In addition, 
many of the sets include one or more Read-Aloud texts. Often in a Big Book format, these 
texts may be utilized in a whole class or small group session to introduce the topic to students. 
Some sets also provide photo cards that aid in further reinforcing the concepts that surround 
the topic. In addition, each set-specific Teacher Guide provides you with individualized, flexible 
instruction that will enable students to meet the goals of the Common Core State Standards 
(CCSS) for English Language Arts.

Finally, each Teacher Guide includes topic-specific assessments that are aligned to the CCSS. 
Each assessment consists of selected response and constructed response questions that target 
specific CCSS standards in the grade level and provide instructional practice for the types of 
questions students will encounter on the PARCC and Smarter Balanced standardized tests. 
The Performance Task section of the assessment for each set allows students to demonstrate 
their content knowledge and their ability to integrate information from a variety of texts. In 
each Task, students will be expected to demonstrate their reading comprehension, writing 
and research, and speaking and listening skills as they complete a more in-depth study of the 
science, social studies, or mathematics topic.
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Using this Teacher Guide

In the following pages, you will find a lesson plan 
for the Oceans Informational Text Set. This lesson 
plan provides an objective for your instruction. 
At the beginning of this lesson plan you will also 
find target Common Core State Standards for ELA 
as well as target Common Core State Standards 
for Mathematics and Next Generation Science 
Standards (when applicable). These standards 
can be used to focus your instruction, though 
the flexibility of the program allows you to target 
other standards in addition to those listed. 

Each lesson plan suggests which titles are most 
suitable to use with your below-, on-, and above-
level students. Adjust these suggestions based 
on each individual student’s interests and prior 
knowledge of the topic. Assign additional texts 
based on students’ questions and areas of interest.

When students have completed their reading 
assignments, assign the assessment pages to 
evaluate their comprehension of the topic. Work 
with the class to complete the Performance Task 
assignment, using the directions provided on the 
Answer Key page in this Teacher Guide to aid you 
in classroom management throughout each step 
of the task. Use the answers to assess how well 
students performed.  

Designed to Meet the  
Common Core State Standards
The Common Core State Standards are based 
on ensuring that all students become college 
and career ready in reading, writing, speaking, 
listening, and language. Part of this college and 
career readiness requires students to show that 

they are independent learners. According to the 
Common Core State Standards, students who are 
independent “can, without significant scaffolding, 
comprehend and evaluate complex texts across 
a range of types and disciplines, and they can 
construct effective arguments and convey intricate 
or multifaceted information” (7).

These Text Sets provide the materials that teachers 
and students need to achieve the goals set forth 
by the Common Core State Standards. Each 
Text Set has many texts that expose students to 
a variety of points of view related to the topic at 
hand. Each book has been carefully selected to 
add depth to the knowledge surrounding the 
topic, and the range of reading levels in each 
Informational Text Set helps to make the content 
accessible to every student.

The carefully chosen books also allow students 
to find a book that appeals to them. As you’ve 
probably seen in your own classroom, when 
students find a book that catches their interest, 
they are more likely to be engaged in their 
reading, demonstrate critical thinking skills, and 
have a desire to read more. These Informational 
Text Sets will add a variety to the texts you have in 
your collection so students have more to choose 
from. When added to your collections, which may 
be full of rich fiction titles, these sets will provide 
balance and allow you to achieve the fifty-fifty 
distribution between literary and informational 
texts called for in the Common Core State 
Standards at the elementary grades.
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Centered Around  
Grade-Appropriate Topics
The Text Sets at each grade level cover specific, 
relevant, and curriculum-based topics in science, 
social studies, and mathematics. These high-
interest topics engage students and pique the 
interests of even the most reluctant or struggling 
readers. Use these Informational Text Sets to 
supplement your existing materials, or use them 
to generate discussion around a new topic.

The science topics at each grade level have been 
developed with the Next Generation Science 
Standards in mind. In grade 3, the Oceans Text 
Set can be used to foster students’ understanding 
of the ocean and the plants and animals that 
live there. This knowledge ties directly to the 
performance expectations and disciplinary core 
ideas in the Next Generation standards for  
grade 3.

In addition to building content-area knowledge, 
use these Informational Text Sets to expose 
students to authentic texts that require them 
to implement one or more reading strategies 
and skills they have learned. Students build 
their reading comprehension abilities as they 
simultaneously build their content knowledge 
related to the topic.

Ease of Use for Teachers and Students
With the complex, rich texts that comprise these 
Informational Text Sets, students can explore 
high-interest topics and develop their sense of 
curiosity about the world. At the same time, these 
sets include the materials that teachers need to 
aid their students in achieving the goals of the 
Common Core State Standards. The Teacher 
Guides that accompany each Text Set support 
teachers in showing them how to use these 
books. At the same time, the Teacher Guides 
give many choices that allow teachers flexibility, 
which is necessary in meeting the unique needs of 
today’s highly diverse classrooms. 

The wide range of reading levels suits the needs 
of each individual student and can be used in 
a multitude of settings, from whole class and 
teacher-led instruction to small groups and 
partner or independent reading. The Read-
Aloud book in the set is highly complex and at 
a level that challenges all students and supports 
effective teacher modeling. Then, the increasing 
text complexity of the remaining books in the 
set enables teachers to encourage students to 
read more difficult texts, which become more 
accessible as students build their background 
knowledge about the topic.

REFERENCES:
Coleman, D. & Pimentel, S. (2012). “Revised Publishers’ Criteria for 
the Common Core State Standards in English Language Arts and 
Literacy, Grades 3–12.” Available at www.corestandards.org/assets/
Publishers_Criteria_for_3-12.pdf.

National Governors Association Center for Best Practices (NGA Center) 
and Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO). (2010). Common 
Core State Standards for English Language Arts & Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects. Washington, DC: NGA Center 
and CCSSO.
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Oceans
Lesson Plan

Objective:
Students will develop their understanding 
of oceans, including ocean life and human 
exploration of oceans. 

Target Common Core State 
Standards:
Reading Standards for Informational Text Grade 3

Key Ideas and Details: RI.3.1: Ask and answer 
questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, 
referring explicitly to the text as the basis for the 
answers.

Craft and Structure: RI.3.4: Determine the 
meaning of general academic and domain-specific 
words and phrases in a text relevant to a grade 3 
topic or subject area.

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: RI.3.7: Use 
information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, 
photographs) and words in a text to demonstrate 
understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, 
why, and how key events occur).

Additional Standards:
RI.3.3, W.3.2, W.3.3, SL.3.1, L.3.4

Target Next Generation Science 
Standards:
3-LS4.3: Construct an argument with evidence 
that in a particular habitat some organisms can 
survive well, some survive less well, and some 
cannot survive at all.

Content Vocabulary: 
coral reefs, exploration, tides, sea creatures

Use the following suggestions for working with 
this Text Set with your students. 

1. Read Aloud
• Begin your instruction by reading aloud Oceans 

with the whole class. As you read, model using 
the photos for better understanding of the 
text. Talk about which details in the text the 
photos clarify or add to. Model asking yourself 
questions about the topic as you read. 

• Discuss domain-specific vocabulary terms as 
you read them in the text. Demonstrate how  
to look one of the words  
up in the book’s glossary. 

• After reading, review the 
content learned from  
the book with students. 
Guide a discussion about 
the new information.  
Have students generate  
a list of questions they 
have about oceans.

2.  Differentiated Instruction
Organize the class into three small groups based 
on students’ reading levels. 

• Shared Reading: Conduct a shared reading 
of Exploring Our Oceans with students reading 
below level. You may  
wish to have volunteers 
read sections of the  
book to the rest of the 
group. Stop frequently to 
discuss the content, have 
students ask questions,  
and identify new 
vocabulary terms. 
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Grade 3

• Small Group/Partner Reading: Have students 
who are reading on level or nearly on-level 
work together to read one or more of the 
following books from the set: Water Adventures, 
In the Deep, and Life on a Rocky Shore. 
Encourage students to ask each other questions 
as they read and to take notes about what  
they learn.

• Independent Reading: Have students who are 
reading above level read one or more of the 
following books from the set independently: 
World of Water, Oceans, People and the Sea, 
and Sea Life. Encourage students to take notes 
about what they learn and to record questions 
they have about oceans based on what they 
have read.

3. Speaking and Listening
Allow ample opportunities for students to discuss 
what they have read. Students may talk about the 
books in informal discussions, and they may also 
participate in formal presentations to the class 
about the topic. Use these discussions to help you 
determine which books individual students may 
want to read from the set.

4. Writing Connections
To help students dig deeper into the topic, 
have them produce their own writing. Some 
possibilities include:

• Design an informative pamphlet about the 
ocean

• Write a narrative that has an ocean setting

• Make a poster depicting the information 
they’ve learned

• Write an article that answers a question about 
the ocean 

• Compose an essay that addresses one or more 
content standards

5. Language
Use one or more of the books from the set to 
spark a language mini-lesson. Generate a list 
of domain-specific words related to the topic. 
Model how to use context clues to determine the 
meaning of an unfamiliar word.

Additional Sources
Use multimedia sources from local, state, and 
federal websites to provide more in-depth 
knowledge about the topic of oceans. Guide 
a discussion with students about how this 
information relates to the information they  
have read.
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Name____________________________________

Circle the letter of the correct answer.

GRADE 3 ASSESSMENT—OCEANS SELECTED AND CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE

Name____________________________________

Circle the letter of the correct answer.

1.  Read the following sentences from page 21 of Water Adventures. 
“ Small submarines known as submersibles are exploring this 
mysterious underwater world even as you read this. With the 
help of these undersea crafts, scientists have made many maps 
of the ocean and discovered several new forms of life. They 
have even uncovered sunken treasure from shipwrecks!”

The prefix un- means “not.” Based on the text, what does 
uncovered mean?

 A. found 
 B. buried 
 C. hidden 
 D. surprised

2. Read this main idea from page 12 of People and the Sea.
“ The ocean is a great place to find a career full of excitement  
and discoveries.”

Which detail best supports this main idea with an example?
 A. “If you’re looking for smooth sailing, you may not want  
           to work at sea.” 
 B. “A research ship is like a floating laboratory.” 
 C. “An oil platform is like a small city at sea.” 
 D. “Chefs can work at sea on cruise ships.”

3.  Which text feature would you use to find where information about 
barnacles is located in a book?

 A. a sidebar 
 B. the index 
 C. key words 
 D. the glossary
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GRADE 3 ASSESSMENT—OCEANS SELECTED AND CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE

4.  Read these sentences from page 14 of Sea Life.
“ Squids and octopuses use speed to escape from predators.  
They both have a sacklike body that can be filled with water.”

Which best describes how the sentences are connected?
 A. problem and solution 
 B. cause and effect 
 C. comparison 
 D. sequence

Write your answers using complete sentences.

5.  Choose one of the books you read about oceans. What is the 
main idea of this book? Describe two key details from the book 
that support this main idea.

 

 

 

  

6.  Choose an illustration or a photo from one of the books you read 
about oceans. Explain how this picture helps you understand the 
information in the text.
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Oceans
Name____________________________________

Part 1
Review the books you read from the Oceans Text Set. With a group, 
discuss what you’ve learned about oceans and ocean life. Talk about 
possible answers to the following questions:

•  What features of oceans make them a difficult place for animals  
to live?

• How are some animals adapted for ocean life?

•  What are two examples of adaptations that help animals live in 
the ocean? How do each of theses adaptations help the animal 
survive?

Part 2
Take notes on information you want to include in a report about how 
animals are adapted to life in the ocean. Start with details from the 
books in the Oceans Text Set you’ve read. Then look for additional 
details on the Internet or in other books. Keep track of your sources.

Part 3
Write a draft of your report. Be sure that your report introduces 
the topic, describes it with details, uses linking words, and has a 
concluding sentence. Include a drawing of one of the adaptations.

Part 4
Read aloud your report to a partner. When you have finished, your 
partner may ask you questions and give you suggestions about how 
to make your report better. Then switch roles and repeat the activity. 
Finally, revise your report based on your partner’s comments. 

GRADE 3—OCEANS PERFORMANCE TASK
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Assessment Answer Key 
Selected Response Questions
1. A (L.3.4a, L.3.4b)

2. D (RI.3.2)

3. B (RI.3.5)

4. C (RI.3.8)

Constructed Response Questions
5.  Answers will vary. Check that students identify a main idea of one book and describe two or more key 

supporting details. (RI.3.2, W.3.4)

6.  Answers will vary. Check that students’ explanations demonstrate understanding of the text and the 
information gained from illustrations. (RI.3.7, W.3.4)

Performance Task 

Part 1 (SL.3.1b, RI.3.1, RI.3.2, RI.3.3, RI.3.10)

Organize the class into small groups to discuss the books they’ve read from the Oceans Text Set. You may 
wish to have students who have read different books in the same group, allowing for a more in-depth 
discussion about the topic. Monitor the groups to check that students are taking care to listen to each other 
and expressing their ideas clearly.

Part 2 (W.3.7, W.3.8)

Aid students in locating additional materials related to the topic of oceans and ocean life. Discuss the 
importance of choosing relevant search terms when researching on the Internet or in a library database.

Part 3 (W.3.2, SL.3.5, NGSS 3.LS4.3)

Provide support to students as needed while they compose their reports. Review the three main parts of an 
informational report: an introduction, body paragraphs, and a conclusion. Encourage students to include 
labels on their drawings that callout the specific adaptation it illustrates.

Part 4 (SL.3.3, SL.3.4, SL3.6, RF.3.4)

Pair students and observe them as they read their reports to one another. As needed, ask questions to each 
pair to help elicit discussion.

Part 5 (W.3.5, W.3.6)

Review students’ work for their abilities to revise and publish their writing. Compile the completed reports 
into a class book about oceans.

A complete research report should meet the following criteria:

• Identifies features that make an ocean a difficult place for animals to live. 

• Describes at least two adaptations of ocean animals that help them survive. 

•  Is logically organized with an introduction, body paragraphs that develop the topic through use of 
details, and a conclusion.

• Includes an illustration that helps to clarify one of the adaptations identified in the report.




